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With 2020 rapidly approaching, more and more ship owners are preparing for the new
IMO regulations. With the sulphur cap at 0.5% the marine world will have to adapt fast
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Regardless of which compliance route followed, HSFO remnants will affect the sulphur
concentration measurements, as in most tank cleaning jobs the fuel systems are still
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concentration measurements, as in most tank cleaning jobs the fuel systems are still
not cleaned properly. A planned fuel treatment is NECESSARY when changing fuel
types, as non-compliance and long-term damage to the engine are at stake.
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Fuel System
& Filters Clogging

inside the engine cylinder may cause the
asphalt of the heavy fuel to precipitate as
heavy sludge. Chunks of the sludge and
sediments within the fuel network and
tanks can disband and clog the fuel
system and ﬁlters.

The Vecom Marine solution

Vecom Marine is well prepared to assist the marine world in this unpredictable
transition, offering cost-effective and reliable fuel oil treatment solutions. With a
technology thoroughly tested and proven, we recommend FOT SLUDGE DISPERSANT
as the ideal solution for a smooth transition during IMO 2020.

The Vecom Marine solution

With a unique ability to disperse the sludge, FOT SLUDGE DISPERSANT keeps the
pre-combustion system clean and maintenance free. This efﬁcient and reliable
treatment disperses sludge and breaks water in oil emulsions, making the residual fuel
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Why fuel treatment?
Previously wasted unpumpable fuel is
now utilized to its full potential,
saving signiﬁcant costs.

3. Perform
treatment twice prior to fuel
Initial
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The complete fuel system network is
cleaned, with most of the HSFO
residues removed.

1. An initial manual tank cleaning may be
necessary depending on the accumulation
of remnants to avoid sludge overﬂow.

Manual tank cleaning requirements
are signiﬁcantly minimized upon fuel
change.
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need special attention and more time to thoroughly clean, as the transition from HSFO may

have too
sulphur accumulated within due to the bigger quantity of fuel holding.
Tank cleaning
inmuch
motion
Fi
First a sludge is dispersed into your fuel during a period of gentle clean up.
Residues in the bottom and sides are close to none leaving the manual work an easy
affair. Fuel tanks and fuel system are cleaned over time during vessel operation.

Initial 3 steps
1. An initial manual tank cleaning may be
necessary depending on the accumulation
of remnants to avoid sludge overﬂow.
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3. Perform treatment twice prior to fuel
change and inspect condition of tanks.

Why prepare now?
External cleaning operation teams are expensive and will be in high demand.

The complete fuel system network is
cleaned, with most of the HSFO
residues removed.
Manual tank cleaning requirements
are signiﬁcantly minimized upon fuel
change.
Slop tank space requirements when
manually cleaning tanks are
negligent.

